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14 
21 
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  BOLTON 
 
BLACKBURN 
CREWE & NANTWICH 

  Dukinfield 2 
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FIRWOOD WATERLOO 

   

December 5 
12 
19 
26 

KENDAL 
Kirkby Lonsdale 
ECCLES 

  Preston Grasshoppers 3 
MACCLESFIELD 3 
Burnage 

  BROUGHTON PARK 4 
Marple 2 
MANCHESTER 2 
 

   

January 2 
9 

16 
23 
30 

 
Altrincham Kersal 
Broughton Park 
BLACKBURN 
Leigh 

   
ALTRINCHAM KERSAL 
BROUGHTON PARK 
Liverpool Collegiate 
LEIGH 

   
Lymm 
WIDNES 2 
Broughton Park 3 
GLOSSOP 

   

February 6 
13 
20 
27 

 
VALE OF LUNE 
Rochdale 
 

   
Crewe & Nantwich 
WIRRAL 
Rossendale 

   
Firwood Waterloo 
Wirral 
OLD BEDIANS 1 

   

March 5 
12 
19 
26 

WIDNES 
 
Carlisle 
 

  Bolton 
Blackburn 
ROSSENDALE 
 

  DUKINFIELD 2 
BURNAGE 
Old Bedians 1 
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9 

16 
23 

PENRITH 
Kendal 
KIRKBY LONSDALE 
Warrington 

   
PRESTON GRASSHOPPERS  
Macclesfield 3 
Warrington 

   
Broughton Park 4 
MARPLE 2 
U of Liverpool Vets 

   

Raging Bull Senior Colts League D  
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13  
20 
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L 
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10 
17 
24 

Oldham 
ALDWINIANS 
 
Rossendale 
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11 
18 
25 

Sedgley Park 
OLDHAM 
Aldwinians 
ROSSENDALE 

L  February 7  
14 
21 
28 

County Cup Rd 
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15 
22 
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League Cup Rd 
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13 
20 
27 

 
SEDGLEY PARK 
 

  April 3 
10 
17 
24 

 
May 1 

County Cup Rd 
League Cup  
 
League Cup Finals 
 
County Cup Finals 

 

Leigh Rugby Union Football Club, our welcome visitors today, have travelled the short distance from 
the heartland of rugby in the North West, where there is strong representation of both codes including 
Leigh Centurions RLFC who were one of the original twenty-two clubs that formed the Northern Rugby 
Football Union back in 1895.  Baring last week, Leigh’s season seems to have hung on a knife edge with 
four games resulting in no more than a four point difference which must have kept their supporter’s 
heart rates up! 
 
Last week saw the Wolves (1st) travel up the M6 to Blackburn, who have returned to North 1 West, to 
win a hard fought game that anchors themselves in the middle of the top half of the table, all teams 
within a five point band, so all to play for today! 
 
What a difference 160 minutes can make in the life of an England rugby fan!  There have already been 
plenty of column inches written and interviews recorded on the subject of England’s failure to get 
through the group stage of the World Cup; was it the team selection, the restriction of players only 
playing in England, the coaching staff, the players, the game plan or the build up? Whatever it was, it will 
be debated and dissected for weeks to come, no doubt calling for the heads of those responsible, all 
highlighting our insatiable demand for immediate results as against the acceptance of a ‘work in 
progress’, not the ideal response when you are hosts!  
 
Technology is something that we are getting used to in sport these days, with the speed of the action, 
such as tennis and cricket, and others where there is so much activity going on and bodies restricting 
visibility, as in football and rugby.  For the majority of sports, it is the speed of the ball travelling faster 
than the umpires and referees can respond then the likes of Hawk Eye tracking the flight of the ball 
assists the officials with crucial decisions. 
 
For rugby we have the TMO (Television Match Official) who has the benefit of numerous camera 
angles, replays in real time and slow motion to assist the referee in determining points scored, foul or 
dangerous play.  We have seen the TMO used a lot in the World Cup so far, both for disputed points 
scoring or off-the-ball incidents, where the touch judges, or assistant referees, have brought the referee’s 
attention to an incident off-the-ball.  With some many games having relative small points differences the 
award of points need to be absolutely clear in the referee’s mind, hence the numerous use of the TMO, 
so much so, that criticism has been made as to the use of the TMO slowing down play; 28% of stoppage 
time, six incidents, in the opening game between England and Fiji was for the TMO!  Very often the 
demeanour of the players is a good indication as to whether the try was scored. 
 
Aside from England’s departure, the TMO and Paloma Faith’s rendition of ‘The World in Union’, the 
tournament has been exciting, full-on and entertaining with a few surprises thrown in.  Let’s hope 
England can salvage a little pride from tonight’s game against Uruguay. 
 
Last week’s win, at home, against Liverpool Collegiate for the Vikings (2nds) sees them at the top of the 
league with five wins from five. Today, they are away at Leigh who they reacquaint themselves with 
having been in different leagues in recent years, a brilliant start to the season, guys, let’s hope it 
continues!  A tough win, at home, against Broughton Park last week, sees the Hawks (3rds) sitting forth 
in the league with an away match at Glossop today, keep the pressure on guys! 

 



Saturday 3rd. October 2015                    North 1 West             Blackburn 11 – 35 Wilmslow 
 
Wilmslow’s band wagon just kept rolling along at Blackburn last Saturday, despite a series of personnel and late positional 
changes.  A fourth successive league win and five tries away from home is not to be sniffed at.  The Wolves played some 
exhilarating rugby in passages to take their opportunities and although slightly shaded in the set pieces, coach Rick Jones 
and skipper Mike Black both singled out the Wolves’ defensive organisation and commitment.  For long periods, they hardly 
gave the Blackburn side any breathing space, never mind space in which to do anything else, so restricting their scoring 
chances to just a handful from long range attacks.  Jones was pleased with the team’s performance, pointing out that all 
eighteen players had contributed.  And yet, this Wilmslow side is still work in progress, delighting its supporters on the one 
hand with exciting, creative running and passing and then frustrating them in almost equal measure with poor ball retention 
in the hand and at the breakdown.  Heaven knows what this squad’s true potential could be. 
 
Last week’s try scoring hero, full back Ed Stobart had been ruled out with a hamstring injury and replaced by Ben Day, who 
himself was just returning from a similar affliction.  Day doesn’t possess Stobart’s electrifying acceleration and pace but he 
brings other attributes to the side and once he had settled down, he put in a rock solid display with several barnstorming 
runs from deep, breaking out of tackles and eating up the yards, just like the young Ben Day used to do.   
 
Team manager Mike Blackett had to earn his corn on the morning of the game when Harry Patch, who scored twice last 
weekend, found himself with travel problems from York University and no kit to play in.  By the time, Blackett had got all this 
sorted out, coach Jones had reorganised the team.  Bob MacCallum, happily fit again, was moved from the bench into the 
No. 10 spot, Andy Walker moved from No. 10 to scrum half and the selected scrumhalf, Nick Barker, put out in Patch’s 
position on the right wing.  Patch would start on the bench when he arrived.  ‘C’est chaotique mais bon, n’est-ce pas,’ Jones 
might well have added if he had been a French coach and possibly even into thinking that his enforced changes had 
actually strengthened the side. 
 
Blackburn for their part had carried all before them last season in winning the North Lancs and Cumbrian.  They had known 
that North 1 West would be a big step up and had prepared for the new season accordingly.  Their best laid plans, however, 
had counted for nothing in the face of a perpetual injury list.  One win at home against Eccles was set against two losses 
away at Warrington and Altrincham Kersal and unsurprisingly by a drubbing at home from the highly fancied Kirkby 
Lonsdale.  Given the Wolves recent form, they probably had this game listed as challenging but winnable.  
 
The game got underway with the Wolves kicking possession away to allow Blackburn early field position and an early 
penalty chance, which went awol.  They then kicked out of their own half weakly to Nick Barker, who ran the ball back at 
them before putting in a kick ahead up to their line. ‘You’re offside’, shouted referee Kieran Henry, to the chasing Wolves 
prop Robert Taylor, who fortunately not only listened but also understood to stand aside, thus allowing the veteran centre 
Richard Hughes, playing like a young colt less than half his age, to run through for the touchdown.  MacCallum’s goal 
kicking prowess had hardly been missed in the last fortnight as the young usurpers, first Conor McMurdock and last week 
Vili Tuipulotu had both taken their chances.  MacCallum was having none of this though as he promptly stepped up firstly to 
knock over the conversion and then a penalty three minutes later.  Precedence and proper order had been restored.   The 
next Wolves attack produced another penalty, which they elected to run for a series of rucks on the Burn line and eventual 
touchdown by Vili, who somehow managed to squeeze into the corner. 
 
At this stage, the Wolves had been scoring at the rate of a point a minute but it didn’t last.  Burn’s fullback Fifield soon had 
them on the scoreboard with a penalty of his own and the game went into one of those scrappy periods, where Burn 
enjoyed most of the possession, causing the Wilmslow scrum more than just a little discomfort, as a frustrated Wilmslow 
squandered what chances they did have.  A fine break down the right wing should have led to a Burn try and it was no 
surprise when on 35 minutes Fifield added a second penalty.  Almost immediately though, they gave MacCallum another 
penalty chance to secure a twelve point advantage for the Wolves at half time.     
 
The second half got underway with MacCallum planting a penalty into catch and drive territory.  The Wolves weren’t though 
able to make anything of that but they stayed on the attack until Walker, who hitherto hadn’t attracted much attention from 
the Burn back row, took his chance for a sniping run from around the Burn twenty two and the Wolves third try.   
 
Play was ebbing from one end to the other.  Day made one of his length of the pitch runs which ended just when it was 
getting interesting with the ball lost on the ground, when he was eventually tackled.  It was grabbed by Burn’s right winger to 

mount a threatening counter.  Back came the Wolves to win a lineout on half way and to then produce the best bit of all 
round passing and off the ball running of the game, finished off by Barker getting a well deserved score.  The Wolves then 
lost prop Robert Taylor and winger Sam Cutts to Yellow cards. Taylor’s offence of slowing down the ball illegally in the ruck, 
was probably compounded by just being the last of several similar Wolves offences and Cutts for a deliberate knock on 
moments later.  Burn used their numerical advantage to win a scrum and to put in second row Ben Corless when they 
recycled in the corner. 
 
The final score was an absolute gem from Legin Hotham.  The Wolves had recycled out on the right around the Burn twenty 
two and quickly moved the ball to Hotham at outside centre.  The young Kiwi took an angle and then another angle, both of 
which were pure class to out run the despairing defence.  MacCallum, all smiles now, knew how to milk the moment by 
running down the clock as he took his time to ensure the ball was lined up on the kicking tee to his complete satisfaction and 
that his boots were properly cleaned and polished for the conversion attempt, whilst also indulging in a piece of banter with 
the referee and a distinctly not amused Burn supporter, who recognised a bit of time wasting when he saw it.  The 
conversion was missed but no matter, the job was done.       
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Jon Hitch 
Hon. Secretary 
Rob Milner 
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Tony Kersh 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Wolves Captain 
Mike Black 
Vice Captains 
Ben Day and Bob MacCallum 
Wolves Team Manager 
Mike Blackett 
Vikings Captain 
Matt Pearson 
Vikings Team Manager 
Bryn Lewis 
Hawks Captain 
Chris Mc 
Hawks Team Manager 
James Senior 
Head Coach 
Rick Jones 
Coaches 
Richard Hughes 
 

Magazine Editor and Club Press Officer : David Pike 
Tel : 01625 525616     :      07886 588524       :       

david.psychometrics@talktalk.net 

SPONSORS AND ADVERTISERS 2015-16 
 

Alan Lang : Albert Road Opticians  
Alderley Edge Golf Club 

Artisan Meat Co : Barker Brothers : Barrington Sports  
Barry Fisher : Beauchamp Charles : Bengal Tiger Lily  

Bluemantle : Byrom plc  
Calder Peel FGP : Concept Group  

Co-op Funeral Care Salford : Connections Private Travel 
Country Home Furnishing : Creative.co : CVSL : easyfish  

Drew Donaldson : First Leasing Corp  
Gascoigne Halman : gas-elec : Robin Gregory  

Gusto Alderley Edge : Hallams Property Consultants  
Harvey Finance and Vehicles : Norman Herring  
Ian Stewart : Jimmy Toole & The Farmers Arms 

Jon Hitch : John and Tim Holloway  
Hubron Speciality : JW Financial Planning : Kinsella Tax  

KNH Plumbing Services : Lee Floorstok  
Lymm Truckwash : M2Recruit  

 Maxwells of Wilmslow : Iain Milne : Morris Homes   
Modac Global : Motrax : On Point Developments 

Paddy Mulchrone : P J Design : Printerland  
RHS Property Services : Run Creative  

Running Bear : S C & P Jones: Slater Heelis: Stig  
Terra Nova School : The Vets’ Place :  

The Wilmslow Half Marathon 
Wilmslow Preparatory School : TSG Properties  

TWP Wealth : Vision Express Wilmslow   
Waters Corporation : Wheatsheaf Press  

Wilmslow IT : Wilmslow Electrical   
Wilmslow Glass  

Wilmslow RUFC is an 
open community 

based club, offering a 
game to anyone 

coming through the 
gates from the age of 
six upwards - with no 

upper age limit. 
 

Nevertheless, 
subscriptions and bar 
receipts are just not 
sufficient to maintain 
the wonderful sports 
field we have here. 

 
We, therefore, 

acknowledge and 
thank all those 
individuals and 

organisations, who 
have supported the 
club, the teams and 

the players this 
season either by 

sponsorship, 
advertising or 

donation.  Without 
them we just would 

not be here. 

 

Flooring and Carpeting : Furniture 
Student Accommodation : Refurbishment  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Andy Vassell wishes the Wolves and all Wilmslow 

RUFC teams a successful 2015/16 season.  
 

Proud to  
sponsor  

Adam Taher  
     in the front 

row. 
 

Concept FF & E Ltd., Unit 2, Adelaide St 
Macclesfield, SK10 2QS 

Tel : 01625 432608, M : 07710 574449 
www.conceptgroupuk.com 



BEST WISHES 

FOR 2015-16 

                                                        Jacuzzi® Hydromassage can form an essential part of Sports and 

                                                      Fitness programs, helping to relax the body after exercise and 

                                               repair itself to prepare for the following day. Only Jacuzzi® 

                                                      Hydromassage offers your body the total all over body massage 

                                                         that will treat your joints and muscles with the care that they 

need to ensure you are feeling great after exercise.  Train harder, recover faster with Jacuzzi 

Hydromassage available from Jones Bathrooms 

 

Bathroom Showroom Wilmslow 01625 445742 

91 Chapel Lane Wilmslow SK9 5JH 

Waters Corporation realises that industrial growth, agricultural development and public waste 
each pose a very real threat to the environment and human health. 

 
It is critical that governments and businesses seek out the 
most effective analytical innovations to detect and identify 
chemical contaminants. Keeping the world’s fresh water 
supply safe is one way we provide meaningful impact around 
the world. Along with keeping your water safe, Waters also 
provides technologies to monitor the air pollution from 
automobiles and industrial activities such as the burning of 
coal and oil which generates a great amount of air pollution in 
the form of a wide variety of chemicals and particulates. Soil 
contamination can also greatly affect the environment and 
occurs when a hazardous substance is introduced into 
naturally occurring soils. 
 
Sports performance can be linked to all of the above. You can 
lose up to a litre of fluid in an hour playing Rugby, although 

the amount lost varies from person to person and depends on how long and how hard you’re exercising.  
You mainly lose fluid through sweating and in the air that you breathe out. Proper breathing can improve 
the way you play and keeping your fluid levels topped up is integral so you don’t become dehydrated, as 
this can affect your health and ability to continue exercising.  Therefore, it’s important to make sure you 
get the right amount of fluid before, during and after exercise and that the fluid that you’re drinking as 
well as the air that you’re breathing is as safe as can be. 
 
Waters Corporation works every day with Scientists, to ensure that everything from the soil you play on to 
the water you drink during the game and the air that you’re breathing is free from toxins and 
contaminants which could otherwise affect your performance. 



2015/16 

Standing Figures’ Northern School 
pair of bronzes by Austin Wright, 

just sold for a local  
estate for £4,100 

William Turner oil painting of 
Capesthorne Hall sold for £2900 

 
 

 Act as a positive role 

model to  all players. 

 Abide by the RFU’s 

Child Protection 
Guidance in relation 
to verbal and 
emotional abuse.  
Remember that 
children play primarily 
for their own 
enjoyment not that of 
spectators. 

 Acknowledge good 

play, effort and 
performance 
irrespective of team 
or player.  Shout ‘for’ 
players not ‘at’ them.  
Never ridicule a 
player. 

 Respect match 

officials’ decisions 
even if they appear to 
have made a 
mistake.  Remember 
they are volunteers 
too. 

 Never verbally abuse 

players, coaches, 

match officials or 
fellow spectators.  
Such abuse can 
create a negative 
environment for 
players, which their 
behaviour will often 
reflect. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Explicitly calling the opposition 

team’s touch judge a b 

cheat because you disagree 
with him over where the ball 

went into touch, whether or not 
it was in touch at all or who the 
throw has been awarded too is 

forbidden. 
 
Abuse of Match Officials 
 
Code of Conduct regulations 
state that a person shall not 
abuse, threaten or intimidate a 
referee, touch judge or other 
match official, whether or not 
on the field of play.  Crude or 
abusive language or gestures 
towards officials is not 
permitted. 
 
Abuse is defined as individual 
perception of personal 
degradation, be it mental, or 
physical before, during and 
after a game and includes 
verbal or physical assault, 
intimidatory conduct and/or 
racial and sexual harassment. 
 
Abusive behaviour affects the 
reputation of the club and will 
not be tolerated.  Action will be 
taken against any member or 
other spectator  considered to 
be in breach of the IRB Code 
of Conduct. 

Spectator Conduct 

MOTRAX MOTOR ACCESSORIES 88 CHAPEL LANE T 01625 522551 
 

OILS  BATTERIES  PAINTS   NUMBER 

PLATES   TOWBARS  TOOLS  CYCLE 

ACCESSORIES MAINTENANCE, REPAIR 

AND VALETING PRODUCTS 

 

‘BETTER PRODUCTS, LOWER 

PRICES, BETTER SERVICE’, 

Says Martin Hill 

  

MOTRAX! 

Wolves Appearances and Point    

Scorers : 2015 - 16 

       

Jordan Ayrey 4      

Nick Barker 4 2    10 

Mike Black  3      

Mark Brewis 1      

Sam Cutts 5      

Ben Day 2      

Adam Hewitt 5      

Legin Hotham 5 4    20 

Richard Hughes 4 1    5 

Lawrence James 1      

James Keys 2 1    5 

Jack Masters 1      

Bob MacCallum 3   5 5 25 

Conor McMurdock  3   1 6 15 

Harry Patch 5 5    25 

Mat Shufflebottom 5      

Ben Stern 3      

Ed Stobart 3 4    20 

Adam Taher 4      

Gareth Tait 1      

Alex Taylor 5 1    5 

Robert Taylor 5 2    10 

Vili Tuipulotu 5 4   5 30 

Andy Walker 4 2    10 

Josh Whiteley 3      

Ollie Wilkinson 3      
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Standish Media Services : Division 1 

eam P W D L For Agst Diff Pts +/- 

Vikings 5 5 0 0 177 43 134 20 0 

Crewe & Nantwich 2 5 5 0 0 161 82 79 20 0 

Preston Grasshoppers 3 5 3 0 2 152 82 70 14 0 

Wirral 2 5 3 0 2 157 92 65 14 0 

Macclesfield 3 5 3 0 2 180 129 51 14 0 

Bolton 2 5 3 0 2 99 108 -9 14 0 

Warrington 2 5 3 0 2 94 128 -34 14 0 

Liverpool Collegiate 2 5 2 0 3 102 118 -16 11 0 

Blackburn 2 5 2 0 3 87 127 -40 11 0 

Rossendale 2 5 2 0 3 90 143 -53 11 0 

Leigh 2 5 2 0 3 84 156 -72 9 0 

Altrincham K Cougars 5 1 0 4 60 102 -42 8 0 

Burnage 2 5 1 0 4 61 130 -69 8 0 

Broughton Park 5 0 0 5 90 154 -64 5 0 

Raging Bull Leagues : Division 3 South 

easyfish in Chapel Lane  
WISHING LAWRENCE JAMES AND THE 

WOLVES A SUCCESSFUL SEASON  

 

3rd. October 

Vikings 33 - 8 Liverpool Collegiate 
Hawks 27 - 17 Broughton Park 
26th. September 
Broughton Park 14 - 48 Vikings 
Widnes 43 - 17 Hawks 
 
Reports say that last week’s Vikings’ win against Liverpool Collegiate was an 
excellent team effort.  There were six try scorers, Mark Brewis,  Rick Muckle, Louis 
Davis, Jack Masters, Joe Hegarty and Henry Baker.  Conor McMurdock chipped in 
with a penalty but otherwise didn’t trouble the scorers with his goal kicking. 
 

Team P W D L For Agst Diff Pts +/- 

Widnes 2 5 3 0 1 147 51 96 17 0 

Wirral 3 5 4 0 1 134 123 11 17 0 

Manchester 2 5 3 1 1 129 91 38 15 0 

Hawks 5 2 0 2 120 107 13 14 0 

Uni of Liverpool Vets 1 5 3 0 1 122 71 51 13 0 

Dukinfield 2 4 3 0 1 101 92 9 13 0 

Broughton Park 3 5 2 0 2 145 82 63 12 0 

Old Bedians 1sts 4 2 1 1 129 99 30 11 0 

Lymm 3 5 1 0 4 195 186 9 8 0 

Glossop 3 5 1 0 4 58 284 -226 8 0 

Marple 2 4 1 0 3 103 120 -17 7 0 

Burnage 3 4 1 0 3 53 120 -67 7 0 

Firwood Waterloo 3 4 0 0 2 35 45 -10 0 -2 

 
Specialist in Domestic 

Extension  
Design  

 

Paul Sheridon  
Tel. 07969 790075 
psherid@btconnect.com 

 
Paul Sheridon wishes 

the Wolves every  
success in 2015-16 

Tony Kersh wishes the 
Wolves  

and all Wilmslow teams  
a successful 2015-16. 

 
PO Box 595, Macclesfield  

SK10 9HF 
Tel : 01625 500090 



LEIGH 
We missed Leigh last season, due to a small matter of relegation to the North Lancs 
and Cumbrian League in 2013/14 but they’ve bounced straight back up again after 
winning promotion through a play off with their close neighbours Liverpool St. Helens, 
who were also relegated that same season into the South Lancs and Cheshire league.   
In recent seasons, it seems that newly relegated clubs from this league have a good 
chance of coming straight back up again.  Altrincham Kersal being another example.  
The third promoted side Blackburn have also played at this level before but theirs was 
a longer stay down in the NLC. 
 

Having said all that, it’s worth remembering that matches between Wilmslow and Leigh are normally pretty tight affairs, 
even though the Wolves have four wins to two since September 2011.  The match four years ago when Leigh ran riot here 
is the only exception.  On that day, Leigh looked a very good side and it wasn’t hard to see them as a top four side or 
even better but they couldn’t maintain that form and even that season 
Wilmslow won the return at Leigh.  
 
24th. September 2011               Wilmslow 17 - 45 Leigh 
7th. January 2012                      Leigh        5 - 13  Wilmslow 
6th. October 2012                     Wilmslow 24 - 15  Leigh 
16th. March 2013                       Leigh      17 -  0   Wilmslow 
14th. September 2013               Leigh       11 - 22  Wilmslow 
7th. December 2013                  Wilmslow 25 - 15 Leigh 
 
This season though, only Altrincham Kersal of the promoted sides 
have won more than one game.  Blackburn have won only once and 
Leigh are yet to record a W.  They have, however, got five bonus 
points from their five games so far.  Four narrow losses by one, two, 
three and four points respectively, three of them against Kendal, 
Warrington and Kirkby Lonsdale give cause to be wary of their record 
so far.  You would have thought that they would 
have won when they made the short hop to Eccles 
a fortnight ago but their home defeat by 38 points at 
the hands of Altrincham Kersal last week was totally 
unexpected.     
 
It was AK’s pack which did the damage with three 
first half tries all arising from the scrum.  The 
second half was more of a contest, writes Leigh’s 
Derek Leake, but a late surge by AK saw them get 
three tries in the last fifteen minutes.  Leigh’s score 
came early on from a Rob Drake penalty. 
 
There are plenty of familiar names on the Leigh side 
today and we know enough about them from over 
the years to expect a competitive game, whatever 
their recent past record. 
 
 
 
 

The Wilmslow side which played Leigh in September 2011. 

6th. October 2012 

6th. October 2012 



and as nobody tackled him, had to run all 
the way to score out on the right.  If he was 
a bit short of puff, then no matter, the 
conversion sailed like a perfect three iron 
shot through the uprights.  And that was it. 
 
The last ten minutes belonged to Park, 
perhaps the Wolves took their collective feet 
off the throttle a bit, but Park found a late 
surge of wind and helped by several 
penalties in quick succession put prop 
James Radford in for their third try.  With the 
prospect of a losing bonus point, if they 
could get a fourth try, they came again but to 
no avail. 
 
So the Wolves band wagon gathers pace 
but it’s still work in progress, especially 
around the restarts, driving mauls and other 
close quarter stuff. 

 
 

 
 
Blackburn 11 - 35 Wilmslow 
‘A lack of confidence, reports David Scott at Blackburn, ‘players not backing themselves, indecision and a catalogue of too 
many errors.’ he adds. 
 
Vale of Lune 51-0 Eccles 
Fergus Owens had stepped aside from being Vale coach, but not from playing, because of a career move so a seven try 
romp was a perfect start for his successor Dan Williams.  Eccles were beset by injuries throughout and finished the game 
with only fourteen players 

 
Vale’s season had started with matches 
against all the top four sides, Warrington, 
Kendal, Kirkby Lonsdale and Penrith, winning 
only against the last of these.  It was important 
for them now to get their season going against 
less formidable looking opposition. 
 
After twelve minutes full back Jonty Higgin 
opended the scoring with try number 1.  
Winger Jimmy Birchall had the second on 

twenty two minutes and two more followed from Andy Garnett and Fergus Owens on the cusp of half time.  An uneventful 
second half for twenty minutes was brought to life when scrum half Ben Dorrington kicked a penalty on the hour.  Eccles 
injury list continued to mount, the scrums became uncontested and Vale finished with three further tries from Birchall, 
Owens and stand off Adam McLuskie. 
 
There were smiles on the faces of Vale's players and supporters at the final blast from the whistle of Mr Garrick, who had 
an admirable game, but as the evening wore on the mood as events at Twickenham unfolded.  The Australians had 
trained to the beat of an AC/DC monster hit which contained some pertinent lyrics:  "The thunder of guns tore me apart 
You've been thunderstruck.."   ‘Get me my chariot,’ demanded Stuart Vernon. ‘ Oh. Bugger it, the wheels have fallen off.   
 
The Vale though are back in business and they’ll provide a good test for the Wolves next weekend.  
 

Rochdale 17- 23 Warrington 
An entertaining game and ding dong battle saw Warriington edge this one by three 
tries to two.  There was some controversy when with the score 8-7 to Warrington and 
half time approaching, the referee indicated thirty seconds of time still remaining.  
Rochdale won the lineout and their scrum half put the ball into touch thinking that was 
it but no, the referee played on, leaving Warrington to score a try from a smart bit of 
rugby.  They increased their lead to 16-7 after the break and thereafter, it was a try a 
piece before a last gasp penalty for Rochdale got them a losing bonus point.  
 
Warrington scorers were winger Nathan Beesley, Darren Norman, Kieran Hughes, 

Jamie Thompson, all tries and Darren Norman, two penalties and a conversion. 
 
Carlisle 24 - 31 Kendal 
An encounter which was just as close as the score suggests..  Kendal were matched up front by a competitive Carlisle 
pack and nor were the Carlisle backs, who scored three opportunistic tries anybody’s fool.  Kendal had seven points on the 
board within a minute when Dino Noyo broke the defence in midfield to run away for a score which was converted by the 
former Carlisle No. 10 Glenn Weightman, now a Kendal man.  Carlisle levelled on 20 minutes before Weightman  added a 
penalty for a 10-7 half time lead to Kendal.  Carlisle then intercepted for a second score.  Kendal tries from Chris 
Downham and Dino Noyo, both converted by Weightman put them 10 points clear but Carlise hit back with a kick and 
chase try, Weigtman started to miss his kicks at goal and Carlisle then levelled with a penalty five minutes from time.  But 
they cocked up the restart from which Kendal’s Downham eventually scored the winner for Chris Park to convert.   
 
Carlisle scorers were   
 
So what do we learn from this.  Carlisle certainly don’t appear to be mugs, strong up front where they shaded the Kendal 
scrum and decent workmanlike backs.  Kendal though are now top of the league with five wins out of five.  Thirty pointers 
at home but by one score only on the road.  Reports suggest that they made heavy weather of this one.  Their pack 
mightn’t be just as powerful as it has been but their backs are looking good. 
 
Widnes 3 - 37 Kirkby Lonsdale 
Widnes suffered their fourth defeat against unbeaten Kirkby Lonsdale.  They had their share of field position but were 
unable to make much of an impression on the KL defence.  In contrast KL steadily accumulated points by finishing off 
sufficient of their chances.  A try from winger Harry Ralston, followed by one from flanker Stuart Storey and a conversion 
and penalty from Tom Pickthall had the m15 - 3 ahead at half time, It became 20-3 shortly after the interval when Martyn  



Saturday 26th. September 2015                       North 1 West                              
Wilmslow 50 – 25 Broughton Park 
 
Whatever else was happening in the world of rugby last Saturday, it didn’t prevent the Wolves from extending their 
winning run with this eight try mauling of their old protagonists from Broughton Park.  Wilmslow coach Rick Jones had 
told his charges that this game was a potential banana skin and they had to exert their authority from the outset by 
taking the game to their opponents.  This they did with three tries in the first fifteen minutes before Park settled and hit 
back to make a contest of it.  Five Wolves’ tries either side of half time with only a solitary penalty from Park sandwiched 
in between, however, secured the points long before the final whistle. 
 
Once again, Jones had had to shuffle his resources.  With neither of his first choice half backs, MacCallum and 
Wilkinson, available he’d had to start with a third combination at half back in as many matches.  Did it make a 
difference?  Not a lot.  Nick Barker at No. 9 passed crisply and accurately and was always a threat with ball in hand 
whilst Andy Walker, at No. 10, led the line well without putting a foot wrong.  Walker is from Dumfries and has many of 
the attributes of a Borderer in his play, feisty and towsy, quick to take offence and always up for a skirmish.  It’s the kind 
of belligerence which adds to any rugby side.  Elsewhere, Josh Whiteley replaced the unavailable McMurdock at hooker, 
there was a return to the back row by the captain Mike Black and Vili Tuipulotu was given the kicking duties.  His first 
kick at goal though was badly sliced but thereafter everything else was struck right in the meat of his boot.  Five 
successful kicks out of eight plus a long sprint for the Wolves final try wasn’t a bad return for the influential Kiwi. 
 
It’s been a difficult September for Broughton Park.  Many of their players are attached to Manchester University and only 
start returning late in the month by which time their opponents have two or three games under their belt and a bit of real 
match fitness.  Nor has their cause been helped by having to play their first five matches away from home in order to 
offer their facilities to  the World Cup players of Uruguay.  Reports from Carlisle last week suggested a lively 
performance from their forwards which the home side only overcame in the final quarter.  Against Wilmslow, their pack 
were no mugs either.  Their catching, driving and scrummaging was efficient and their backs showed early on that they 
were capable of breaking the Wolves defensive line if given the opportunity.   
 
What did for them was making the mistake of kicking the ball out of defence into the arms of the Wolves back three.  In 
fact, you could say all of the Wolves back seven were capable of exploiting a bit of space, none more than their lethal full 
back, Ed Stobart, and the equally dangerous centre Legin Hotham.  Surrounded by such talent, the veteran centre 
Richard Hughes suddenly looked years younger. 
 
Park were penalised from the first kick of the game when Wolves prop Adam Taher was taken out in mid air as he 
jumped for the ball.  He was never going to catch it so the Wolves were a bit fortunate.  Walker found touch close to 
park’s line on the left, Adam Hewitt took the lineout and when the Wolves were held up out on the right after recycling a 
couple of times, they moved it back left for Hotham to saunter over at his leisure for the opening try.  Park were then 
penalised for the same offence again at the restart, sometimes a lesson has to be learnt more than once, Walker found 
the same spot for the lineout, Hewitt caught it again and Stobart joined the line like a runaway train and was unstoppable 
as he scored out on the right.  Five minutes played and the Wolves were ten points to the good. 
 
This time though, Park were not penalised at the restart, the Wolves spilt the ball and Park had a chance to make their 
presence felt.  They crabbed their way to the Wolves line and got close to burrowing over for a score more than once 
until referee John Pemberton penalised the Wolves under their own posts for a ruck offence.  It was now 10-3 as Park 
left winger, Si Cooke, took the points on offer. 

 
A good kick out of defence, then put Park under pressure with a scrum just five yards out.  A poor clearing kick was 
taken by Walker and moments later, Stobart was scything through on the left touchline for his second try.  Vili now found 
the range as he landed his first successful kick of the afternoon. 
 
Park now had their best spell of the game, helped by another failure by the Wolves forwards to gather in the restart.  
Chris Martin in the centre opened up a huge gap and only a desperate cover tackle kept them out.  They then took a 
scrum against the head in midfield and rumbled off downfield where second row Jack Williams touched down.  Wilmslow 
hooker Whiteley was furious as his strike had been fine but was kicked back through on to thePark side by his own 
second row.  Tough as it still goes down as one against the head!  Park’s lineout was also functioning well, disrupting 
the Wolves more than once and on their own throw either their skipper Paddy O’Donnell cleaning up at the tail or one of 
the second rows taking it in the middle.  Whichever one it was set up a catch and drive on 35 minutes which was 
finished off by O’Donnell himself.   
 
Still time though for the Wolves to have the final word of the half as from a lineout left winger Sam Cutts made inroads 
and from the ruck barker found space for the Wolves fourth try.  Nevertheless at 22 – 15 the game was still very much 
on.   
 
For half an hour in the second period, it was pretty well all Wolves.  Stobart got his third from a fluent bit of recycling and 
passing, Cooke landed a penalty for Park, who then knocked on in a good position and soon after were forced into touch 
on half way.  From the set piece, Hotham and Stobart conspired to release Harry Patch down the wing for his first score.  
Moments later, Hotham again set up Patch for a run in under the posts.  Next Vili had a full gallop through the middle  
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Wishing Wi lmslow Rugby Club  
A Successfu l  2015 -  16  Season 
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Knapton scored.   
 
Widnes threw everything they had into the game, which became a bit niggly.  Ben Walker got a yellow card but KL came 
back with further tries in the last fifteen minutes from Storey, Walker and Lwazi Ngcungana.   
 
Ominously for everyone else the KL show seems to be getting into its stride with all their well known names playing their 
part.   
 
Penrith 34 - 17 Broughton Park 
Once again Park were lively up front, as they have been all season, but lacked anything threatening in their back division 
and that was really the story of this game.  Park scored two 
tries through their pack but are now still bottom of the table. 
 
Penrith scored six tries, five from their pacey back division, and 
had the bonus point in the bag by half time, when the score 
was 29-10.  Mathematically Park won the second half 7-5 but 
they need to start winning matches pdq if they’re to avoid 
dropping back down again into SLC1. 
 
Penrith scorers were prop Arran Sullivan after five minutes,  
The second came from a forward drive which eventually 
released Steven Cherry down the blindside.  Cherry was again 
released a few minutes later for his second of the afternoon 
and sixth of the season so far.  Mike Fearon ran hard for the fourth try.  Park then kicked away possession to the Penrith 
flyer Darren Lee, always a mistake to do that, as he linked up with Tama Toomata, Mike Fearon and Jamie McNaughton 
for try number five.  
 
McNaughton scored again in the second half and Park managed their second during this period.  The second half though 
was something of an anti climax but it was a solid enough win for Penrith, writes Mike Sanderson, who now awaits a 
sterner test at Kendal next week. 
 
 
 



I have just come across some photographs of All Black touring teams from 
yesteryear, one of which goes back to 1905, their first ever tour to this 
Country. How we came to have this marvellous photograph, I don’t know but 
it is a treasure and I must show it to our young Kiwis before they return 
home. 
 
There is one from 1967, when they played the North of England at the White 
City in Manchester (now a trading estate). The home team contained two 
Wilmslow players in David Wrench, who played for England in 1963-
64, and one of our regular “Oldie” spectators, David Barker, at wing-
forward. I can only imagine the horse trading that went on to let 
Wilmslow host the after match-buffet, with Sale and Manchester in the frame. I was at the game – front row 
seat at £1.00 - and the evening meal, courtesy of the “eminence grise” of Cheshire and the North of England, 
Vaudrey Middleton.  
 
I think it a shame that these games no longer take place. They were great for showing visiting teams more of 
the country than London and were useful for testing the calibre of players at a level between the County 
games and the Internationals. 
 
To return to more parochial matters, our boys Legin and Villi are not the first \kiwis to play for Wilmslow.  In 
2000/01, Gavin McDermott, a prop, and Dave Hall, a wing-forward, came over and made a big impression on 
the team.  Dave, in particular, was a strong, hard-tackling player and I was not surprised to see him on T.V. 
playing for one of the New Zealand Provincial teams, but at hooker.  He was followed by another Kiwi in 
2002, Steve Braddock, who having played for the 1st XV 133 times and scoring 31 tries, is still here, passing on 
his rugby skills to his boys and the rest of the Under 11’s.   

They, the Under 10’s and Under 12’s, 75 players in all, are playing Blackrock and Greystones in Dublin next 
month.  I wonder if the 21 coaches know what they are taking on. On our 1st XV trips to Dublin, (and what a 
pity these trips have ceased), men in their twenties proved incapable of behaving. I well remember one player, 
who shall of course be nameless, was going up in a lift and relieving himself into a bucket for cigarette ends 
when the lift stopped and half a dozen ladies stepped forward to get in. He moved faster than he ever did on 
the rugby pitch. 

You may well be wondering what the picture below is all about.  I was asked by Kati Tuipulotu of New 
Brighton, when he was last here, whether we had any old kit that were surplus to requirements that he could 
have and there was plenty which I think he’s been able to put to good use.  I don’t know exactly the 
circumstances of this photo but it wouldn’t surprise me if it’s a team selected from Tongans currently serving 
in the armed forces. 



108 CHAPEL LANE 

 
Tuesday to  Friday 

9.00am to 6.00pm. 
 

Saturday  

8.00am to 3.30pm. 
Closed Mondays 

 
No Appointment Needed 

Follow us on  
Twitter.com/stigshop and  
Facebook.com/stigshops  

WHAT DO THE TAYLOR BROTHERS AND CALLUM WESTAWAY ALL HAVE IN 

COMMON.  THEY’RE OLD BOYS OF WILMSLOW HIGH SCHOOL, THEY  PLAY 
FOR THE WOLVES AND THEY ALL CHOOSE STIG FOR THEIR GROOMING 

 
 

 
 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

THE RUGBY CLUB’S FAVOURITE STYLISTS & BARBERS FOR GENTLEMEN 
AND WOLVES OF ALL AGES 

 

 

 
 

Just identify yourself as a Wilmslow Rugby 

Club member by producing either your 

valid 2015 - 16 membership handbook at the 

following retail outlets or the participating 

retailer’s card to receive substantial 

discounts off listed prices. 

Stationery Solutions, Chapel Lane, Wilmslow 

(excluding print cartridges) 

Chapel Interiors, Chapel Lane, Wilmslow 

Gusto, London Road, Alderley Edge 

(see their advertisement to apply for a Gusto 

sponsorship card.  Prior bookings advised) 

Bengal Tiger Lily Indian Cuisine, Congleton Rd., 

Nether Alderley (restaurant menu only) 

S C & P Jones, 91-102 Chapel Lane,  

Motrax Motor Accessories, Chapel Lane,  



Friday 18th. September 

 
England v Fiji 
Pool A Twickenham 
8.00pm 
 
Saturday 19th. Sep 

 
Tonga v Georgia 
Pool C Kingsholm 
12.00pm 
 
Ireland v Canada 
Pool D Millennium 
Stadium 2.30pm 
 
South Africa v Japan 
Pool B Brighton Stadium 
4.45pm 
 
France v Italy 
Pool D Twickenham 
8.00pm 
 
Sunday 20th. September 

 
Samoa v USA 
Pool B Brighton Stadium 
12.00pm 
 
Wales v Uruguay 
Pool A Millennium 
Stadium 2.30pm 
 
New Zealand v Argentina 
Pool C Wembley  
4.45pm 
 
 
 
 

Wednesday 23rd. Sep  

 
Scotland v Japan 
Pool BKingsholm 2.30pm 
 
Australia v Fiji 
Pool A Millennium 
Stadium 4.45pm 
 
France v Romania 
Pool D Olympic Stadium 
8.00pm 
 
Thursday 24th. Sep 
 
New Zealand v Namibia 
Pool C Olympic Stadium 
8.00pm 
 
Friday 25th. September 
 
Argentina v Georgia 
Pool C Kingsholm  
4.45pm 
 
Saturday 26th. Sep 
 
Italy v Canada 
Pool D Elland Rd. Leeds 
2.30pm 
 
South Africa v Samoa 
Pool B Villa Pk 
Birmingham  
12.00pm 
 
England v Wales 
Pool A Twickenham  
8.00pm 
 
 

Sunday 27th. September 

 
Australia v Uruguay 
Pool A Villa Pk 
Birmingham 12.00pm 
 
Scotland v USA 
Pool B Elland Rd Leeds 
2.30pm 
 
Ireland v Romania 
Pool D Wembley  4.45pm 
 
Tuesday 29th. Sep 
 
Tonga v Namibia 
Pool C Sandy Pk Exeter 
4.45pm 
 
Thursday 1st. October 
 
Wales v Fiji 
Pool A Millennium 
Stadium 4.45pm 
 
France v Canada 
Pool D Milton Keynes 
8.00pm 
 
Friday 2nd. October 
 
New Zealand v Georgia 
Pool C Millennium 
Stadium  8.00pm 
 
Saturday 3rd. October 
 
Samoa v Japan 
Pool B Milton Keynes 
2.30pm 
 

 
 
South Africa v Scotland 
Pool B St. James Pk 
Newcastle 4.45pm 
 
England v Australia 
Pool A Twickenham 
8.00pm 
 
Sunday 4th. October 

 
Argentina v Tonga 
Pool C Leicester City 
Stadium  2.30pm 
 
Ireland v Italy 
Pool D Olympic Stadium 
4.45pm. 
 
Tuesday 6th. October 

 
Canada v Romania 
Pool D Leicester City 
Stadium  4.45pm 
 
Fiji v Uruguay 
Pool A Milton Keynes  
8.00pm 
 
Wednesday 7th. October 

 
South Africa v USA 
Pool B Olympic Stadium 
4.45pm 
 
Namibia v Georgia 
Pool C Sandy Pk Exeter 
8.00pm 
 
 

Friday 9th. October 

 
New Zealdnd v Tonga 
Pool C St. James Pk 
Newcastle 8.00pm 
 
Saturday 10th. October 

 
Samoa v Scotland 
Pool B St. James pk 
Newcastle 
2.30pm 
 
Australia v Wales 
Pool A  Twickenham 
4.45pm 
 
England v Uruguay 
Pool A Etihard Stadium 
Manchester 8.00pm 
 
Sunday 11th. October 
 
Argentina v Namibia 
Pool  C Leicester 12.00pm 
 
Italy v Romania 
Pool D Sandy Pk Exeter 
2.30pm 
 
France v Ireland 
Pool D Millennium 
Stadium 4.45pm 
 
USA v Japan 
Pool B Kingsholm 8.00pm 
 
 
 
 
 

RUGBY WORLD CUP  -  All matches in italics will be shown at the club 

12 21 



League North 1 West 

2015/16 

League Fixtures & Results—2015/2016 

HOME 
TEAMS 
 
 
 
 
 

              

Altrincham Kersal  30-3 27-7 5/03 12-7 2/04 5/12 23/01 14/11 13/02 10/10 16/04 24/10 9/01 

Blackburn 16/01  10/10 2/04 16-11 16/04 18-41 13/02 5/12 5/03 24/10 12/09 14/11 11-38 

Broughton Park 19/12 30/01  19/09 12/12 17/10 7/11 20/02 3/10 9/04 19/03 21/11 14-16 16/01 

Carlisle 7/11 21/11 22-5  20/02 24-31 30/01 9/04 16/01 23/04 12/12 17/10 27-7 19/03 

Eccles 23/04 9/01 16/04 24/10  14/11 2/04 19-18 5/03 10/10 23/01 5/12 13/02 6-34 

Kendal 21/11 12/12 13/02 23/01 19/03  20/02 23/04 10/10 9/01 34-3 7/11 32-0 9/04 

Kirkby Lonsdale 9/04 23/04 5/03 10/10 21/11 24/10  22-19 13/02 22-17 9/01 19/03 23/01 12/12 

Leigh 3-41 17/10 24/10 5/12 16/01 18-20 19/12  16/04 14/11 5/03 22-26 2/04 30/01 

Penrith 19/03 9/04 34-17 41-8 7/11 30/01 17/10 12/12  36-10 23/04 20/02 9/01 21/11 

Rochdale 17/10 7/11 5/12 36-10 30/01 15-25 16/01 19/03 19/12  21/11 17-23 16/04 20/02 

Vale of Lune 30/01 20/02 14/11 16/04 51-0 19/12 13-19 7/11 41-31 2/04  26/09 5/12 17/10 

Warrington 12/12 49-13 2/04 13/02 9/04 5/03 14/11 9/01 24/10 23/01 45-23  10/10 23/04 

Widnes 20/02 19/03 23/04 19/12 17/10 16/01 3-37 21/11 17-30 12/12 9/04 30/01  7/11 

Wilmslow 31-12 23/01 50-25 14/11 19/12 5/12 16/04 10/10 2/04 24/10 13/02 30-47 5/03  
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TODAY’S OTHER 

MATCHES 
 

Altrincham Kersal v 

Vale of Lune 

 

Blackburn v  

Broughton Park 

 

Eccles v Rochdale 

 

Kendal v Penrith 

 

Kirkby Lonsdale v 

Carlisle 

 

Warrington v Widnes 
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 P W D L PF PA PD Pts B Pts Adj 

Kendal 5 5 0 0 142 60 82 24 4 0 

Warrington 5 5 0 0 188 105 83 23 3 0 

Kirkby Lonsdale 5 5 0 0 141 70 71 23 3 0 

Wilmslow 5 4 0 1 180 99 81 20 4 0 

Penrith 5 4 0 1 172 93 79 20 4 0 

Altrincham Kersal 5 4 0 1 122 51 71 19 3 0 

Vale of Lune 5 2 0 3 131 129 2 11 3 0 

Carlisle 5 2 0 3 91 120 -29 10 2 0 

Rochdale 5 1 0 4 95 116 -21 7 3 0 

Eccles 5 1 0 4 43 131 -88 6 2 0 

Leigh 5 0 0 5 80 128 -48 5 5 0 

Widnes 5 1 0 4 43 140 -97 4 0 0 

Blackburn 5 1 0 4 61 166 -105 4 0 0 

Broughton Park 5 0 0 5 68 149 -81 1 1 0 

 

2015-16 

Country  Home Furnishing  

39 Chapel Lane, Wilmslow SK9 5HW 

Tel 01625 527949 

www.countryhomefurnishings.co.uk  

 

PROUD TO BE SUPPORTING  

ALL WILMSLOW RUGBY CLUB TEAMS  

For over 40 years our family business has been giving 

the highest level of service, quality, design and 

furnishings. We pride ourselves on our customer 

service, having built up a very loyal customer base, 

nearly all our sales are generated from 

recommendations. With competitive prices to suit all 

needs, from studio apartments to prestigious 

developments we offer solutions for all your home 

furnishing needs. 

 

Our Chapel Lane showroom contains a large collection 

of classic and contemporary home furnishings.   

http://www.countryhomefurnishing.co.uk/curtains.html


The Dirty  Dozen League  
League N1W Forecasts  

Sponsored  by  The  Ar t i san  Meat  Company  
 

Some of the punters are getting pretty damn good at this game as full houses for Braveheart,Jonty, Kiwi and 
Zookeeper testify.  Don’t be surprised if there’s some more high scoring this week as well.  Kiwi our league leader 
has gone for Widnes to beat warrington.  That’s an interesting call.  Does he know something the rest of us don’t. 

Cherry  Tree  

Farm 

Lees  Lane     
Mottram St.  

Andrew 

 

Tue - Fri  
8.00am - 5.30pm  

Sat  

8.00am - 5.00pm 

Sun  
10.00am - 4.00pm 

Matured Cheshire Ribs of Beef on the Bone, Fillets, Sirloins, Rumps : Hand Made Pork & Cracked Pepper Sausages :  

Herb Cured Pancetta : Cheshire Pork Loin Chops : Legs and Shoulders of Lamb, Free Range Poultry and lots 

 
Sunday 4th. October 
Sedgley Park 45 - 5 Wilmslow 

Neither side had more than 15 players so injuries had to 
be avoided.  Scrums were uncontested throughout the 
game due to Wilmslow’s lack of inexperience and size. 
 
Sedgely dominated the first half with some good runs and 
kicks. Wilmslow tackling was poor in the first 25 minutes 
which cost us the game. 
 
Then came deflated confidence and attitude along with 
tiredness from playing and training so much at School. The 
minor injuries already picked up turned into painful ones 
with the extra wear and tear of the game and hard ground. 
Sorrell did a fantastic job of running through 2 players to 
score our only 5 points. 
 
In the second half we thought the game would be over 
very shortly - but we persevered.  A great tackle from 
Morgan - which winded his opposition - but left Morgan 
with an eye injury. Will encountered a neck injury - so we 
had 13 for the last 5/10 minutes until the Ref called early 
time on the game. 
 
Keep your spirits up, exhorts Fiona King, and come back 
fighting next week in what should be an easier game at 
home. 
 
Sunday 20th. September 
Fleetwood 24 - 14 Wilmslow 

Once again, Wilmslow had to field an entire junior colts 
side as those senior colts still available stayed away.  To 
add to their difficulties, they had to start with just fourteen 
players but fortunately for them the referee took offence at 
a Fleetwood player’s fisticuffs and subsequent verbals 
early on and red carded him so the game went on as a 

fourteen a-side match. 
 
Fleetwood scored twice to go 12-0 
ahead before determined play from 
centre George Wells got Wilmslow 
on the scoreboard.  A third try for 
Fleetwood followed and then it was 
the turn of centre Brogan to swerve 
and run in Wilmslow’s second 
score, converted by Tom Higginson 
for Wilmslow.  At this stage it was 19-14 but Fleetwood got 
a fourth to finish the scoring. 
 
No lack of commitment and effort reports Fiona King. 
 
Sunday 13th. September 
Wilmslow 17– 26 Liverpool St. Helens    
It’s not where you start, it’s where you finish that matters, writes 
Mark Shotton. 
 
LSH were first to score thanks to the skills of their No. 10 reinforced 
by their pack. Wilmslow soon got back into the game.  Quick ruck 
ball from their loose forwards set up a chance for the back line to run 
left and then right for winger Guy Pritchard to score. 
   
For 15 minutes both sides wrestled with each other but it was clear 
that the LSH pack were gaining the upper hand in the tight. Late in 
the first half LSH started making their dominance count, and bundled 
over for two very well taken scores.   The half time 
‘agreement’ (almost a pact between player and coach) was that if 
Wilmslow could stem the tide, deny the capable half backs free ball, 
try hard to not miss tackles and establish a structure in defence, 
then the team had the fire power to strike back. What was to come 
was far beyond any coaches’ thoughts.  

 
Wilmslow started well enough after the break and Alex Williams and 
Brendan Beehan drove into the heart of their opposite forwards. 
Parity in the loose was being restored, although LSH retained the 
upper hand in the scrum, and the lineout. A change of position for 
Hector Tomlinson saw his starting the second stanza at scrum half. 
This talented rugby player is perhaps better placed to use his not 
inconsiderable skills at fly half, as his quickness of foot and of mind 
gives him arguably time at 10 to out-wit opponents. His first half 
partner Will Allen who had a fine all round game moved to hooker 
and continued his impressive start to season. 

 
It was not long before Wilmslow glimpsed the opportunity of a come 
back, and started playing with heart and desire. There comes a time 
in any game where heart rules head and so it should, if nothing to 
save us from predictable rugby-by-numbers monotony. Wilmslow 
scored two trys through Harri Dickinson and Tom Higginson but with 
an all-round game starting to emerge, Wilmslow looked like they 
could sneak an unlikely win. They believed they could, but in the 
final analysis the three leaked trys in the first half proved too much of 
a mountain to climb. That said the defence at the end of the game 
was nothing short of heroic. Rugby games can turn on such 
moments of defence, and the change of score is almost as swift as it 
is in tennis. 14-point switches can occur in seconds and in so doing 

they change mind-sets and attitudes. For a couple of gnarled 
old badgers whose knees forbid playing this fine game these 
days, this was poetry in motion. 
 
Wilmslow were unlucky not to score from another bullocking run 
from Marcus Atkinson who made a huge difference at number 8 
in the second half. So too did pack leader Nathan Forrester who 
led his troops with aplomb. What to say, where and to whom is 
always tricky in the heat of battle. He handled himself very well, 

and said the right things at the right tomes to his forward-
looking forward pack. 
 
With the game poised at 17-26, it could have gone either way 
but a fine break from the LSH scrum half gained his side sixty 
yards as they then bottled the Wilmslow boys in their own half 
for the time remaining. 

 
 

League D P  W  D  L  F  A  Diff  Pts  Adj  

Sedgley Park  5 5 0 0 192 29 163 15 0 

Bolton Senior  5 4 0 1 222 100 122 13 0 

Liverpool St Helens  4 4 0 0 163 40 123 12 0 

Fleetwood  5 3 0 2 180 96 84 11 0 

Aldwinians  4 2 0 2 98 183 -85 8 0 

Rossendale 5 1 0 4 34 178 -144 7 0 

New Brighton  4 1 0 3 77 90 -13 6 0 

Wilmslow  4 0 0 4 65 131 -66 4 0 

Oldham  4 0 0 4 30 214 -184 4 0 
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Beer Keeper A H H A H H H 13 95   H A A H A A A  

Braveheart A A A H A H A 33 138   H H H H H H H  

Chicken Sarney A A A H H H A 25 124   H H H H H H H  

Draichgoch A A H H A H A 25 107   H H A H H H H  

The Flying Scotsman A A A H A A A 25 113   H H H A H H H  

Jonty A A A H A H A 33 121   H A H H H H H  

Kiwi A A A H A H A 33 143   A H A H H A H  

Millie 29 A A H H H H A 22 107   H H A H H H H  

Nob A A A H A H A 25 113   H H H H H H H  

Percy  Hotspur A A A H H H A 25 116   H H A H H H H  

Super Ted A H H A H H A 16 95   H H H A H H H  

Uncle Fester A A H H A H A 25 116   H H H A H H H  

Zoo Keeper A A A H H H H 33 130   H H A H H H H  

Results for Week 11-35 
A 

24-31 
A 

3-41 
A 

34-17 
H 

17-23 
A 

51-0 
H 

3-37 
A 

                   

http://www.ragingbull.co.uk/sportswear.aspx


 

FINE BENGALI &  
INDIAN CUISINE 

Restaurant and  

Take Away Menus 

 

Congleton Rd. 

Nether Alderley 

SK10 4TD 

Tel 01625 890379/890560 

 

www.bengaltigerlily.com 

 

 

 

 

 
PC AND LAPTOP 

REPAIR  
SPECIALISTS 

 
 

♦  Faulty Components     ♦  Power Supplies or Inlet Problems 

♦  Keyboard Failures   ♦  Broken Screens    ♦  Viruses  ♦  Loss of Data 

 
Wilmslow IT ♦ 6a Hawthorn Lane ♦ Wilmslow SK9 1AA 

Telehone 01625  533550 ♦ shop@wilmslowit.co.uk 

 
Knutsford IT ♦ 31 Tatton St. ♦ Knutsford  

Telephone 01565 650022 ♦ shop@knutsfordit.co.uk 

ALAN LANG 
4 LINDOW  
PARADE 

CHAPEL LANE 
 

100% British Produce from 
Cheshire,  

Cumbria and the Welsh Borders 



Saturday  10th. October 2015 
League North One West 

Wilmslow v Leigh 

15. Ed Stobart 
 
14. Harry Patch 
13.    Richard Hughes 
12.    Legin Felix-Hotam 
11. Sam Cutts 
 
10. Bob MacCallum 
9.     Nick Barker 
 
1.     Jordan Ayrey 
2.     Josh Whiteley 
3.     James Venables 
4.     Matt Shufflebottom 
5.     Ben Stern 
6.     Vili Tuipulotu 
7.     Mike Black 
8.     Alex Taylor 
 
Subs 
Alex Donaldson 
Ollie Wilkinson 
Jack Masters 

Jonty Fallows 
 
Jimmy Toole & The Farmers’ 
 
Terra Nova School 
Tim Holloway 
 
Ian Stewart 
Barker Brothers 
 
 

Jon Hitch 
Run Creative 
RHS Property Services 
 

Terra Nova School 
TWP  Wealth 
Iain Milne 
 
 
Drew Donaldson 
Zak George and the U8s 
 

Wilmslow XV and their Sponsors Leigh XV 

PLAYERS AND THEIR 
SPONSORS 

The players and coaches would like to 
thank those organisations and 

individuals who have supported the 
cause of Wilmslow rugby by becoming 
their personal sponsors.  All the funds 
raised are directed towards funding 

coaching, kit, equipment, physios and 
team travel. 

 
If you would like to support the team by 

becoming a personal sponsor, then 
please let either Mike Blackett or David 

Pike in on the secret. 
 

Jordan Ayrey -  
Nick Barker - The Barker Brothers  

Mike Black -  TWP Wealth 
Mark Brewis -  

Sam Cutts - Tim Holloway 
Ben Day -  Under 11s 

Alex Donaldson - Drew Donaldson 
Max Harvey - Norman Herring 

Adam Hewitt - Robin Gregory and  
Hubron Speciality 

Legin Felix-Hotam -Terra Nova 

Rick Hughes -   
Lawrence James -  Tom Levings,  

Easyfish & U9s 
Jack Masters - 

Bob MacCallum -  Ian Stewart 
Conor McMurdock - K N H Plumbing 

Services 
Harry Patch -  Jimmy Toole and the 

Farmers Arms 
Matt Shufflebottom - RHS Property 

Services 
Loui Staples - Paddy Mulchrone 

Ed Stobart - Jonty Fallows 

Richard Storrow -  
Adam Taher - Co-op Funeral Care, 

Salford and Concept Group 
Gareth Tait -  

Alex Taylor - Iain Milne 
Robert Taylor -  Harvey Finance & 

Vehicles 
Vili Tuipulotu -Terra Nova 

James Venables -  Run Creative 
Andy Walker - Barry Fisher 
Josh Whiteley - Jon Hitch 

Jack Walmsley - Connections Private 
Travel 

 Ollie Wilkinson  - Zak George and the 
Under 8s 

Tommy Wilkinson -  
   
  

Wishing the Wolves a Successful Season 

15. Elliot Ryan 
  
14.    Kyle Carney 
13.    Ryan McInstrey 
12.  Olly Farley 
11.    Olly Shepherd  
         
10.    Robert Drake 
9.  Kieron Duffy 
       
1. Wayne McCabe 
2. Dan Hunter 
3. Tom Baker 
4. Dave Penn 
5. Paul Hampson 
6. Chris Mayren 
7.      Chris Morgan 
8. Danny Crompton 
 
Subs 
Adam Dyson 
Tom Costello 
Jack Burden 

TODAY’S REFEREE 

 

 

Daniel Taylor 

MDRURS 

NEXT GAME AT THE 

MEMORIAL GROUND 

 
24th. October 
North 1 West 

 

WOLVES V  
ROCHDALE 

The Wolves will be away at the Vale 
of Lune on 17th. October. KO 3.00pm 

 

VALE OF LUNE, 

POWDERHOUSE LANE, 

LANCASTER LA1 2TT 

 
Head up the M6 to Junction 34.  Take 

the exit and from the slip road, turn 

right into the A683, heading towards 
the town centre.  You then have to go 

round what looks like a one way 

system, which is actually a roundabout 
with buildings of various kinds in it.  

You follow signs for the A6 and 

Carnforth and cross the Lune heading 
north on the Skerton Bridge.  You then 

take the left turn into Torrisholme Rd.

(B5321).  About a mile further on, you 
go through a mini roundabout and 

Powderhouse Lane is on your right, 

where you will also see the entrance to 
Vale’s car park. 


